The breakthrough of web 2.0 and sudden uprising of hundreds of different social networking sites have modified the way we communicate and share our experiences and lives with other people. Despite the undeniable networking advantages this digital world offers, it cannot be seen as purely positive development. Due to a prospering online "hang around" culture, we have lost genuine rich human social experiences to some degree. This paper proposes how to utilize the digital identities and content people have created within these services to improve and encourage natural communication and lower the social barrier of natural interaction in public settings. We propose a system that combines the content in the virtual world with the presence in real world settings. SocS (Social Surroundings) brings out digital information and media content of users to the current physical space, thus attempting to make individuals more approachable by other participants. The requirements, design principles and design of the proposed application are presented. We also discuss the usage and current state of social networking sites as a motivator for new genre of intelligent services.
INTRODUCTION
For some years now, various social networking sites [1] and techniques have been taking the Internet by storm, thus creating a business and social phenomenon which is yet to be fully understood. The biggest and perhaps most successful of these sites include Facebook [2] , MySpace [3] and bebo (www.bebo.com). The rapid evolution of social networking has generated a totally new genre of web services and economy. Some sites have already tens of millions of users and counting (MySpace over 100 million). Simultaneously, utilization of online services in general has been growing steadily as Internet access and mobile devices with various wireless connection capabilities including GPRS, EDGE, WCDMA, UMTS and WLAN have become truly ubiquitous. Already back in 2004 in the United States PEW found that 87% of teenagers aged 12-17 had some level of Internet access [4] .
Drawing boundaries in what is a social networking site or service is hard. In this paper we define social networking sites and services as web sites where individuals are allowed to create a public profile page of him/her and upload rich content, e.g. pictures, videos and text, to the page, thus creating a profile describing the user. By public content, we address content uploaded by the owner of the profile to be freely viewed by anyone seeing the profile. This can also be content that user specifically grants permission to by e.g. installing a certain application or widget to his/her profile page to allow that application to access the content.
Within the social networking services, users have created a pool of content which resides online and is utilized by a swarm of applications worldwide to connect and visualize their digital representations in the web. Users have the distinct choice of creating a tailored identity of themselves in these virtual hang around arenas through query forms and free content fields. This data is currently utilized mainly in different mash ups on other partnered sites and widgets residing at the host sites. However, the potential and value of this content is never ending, and is not fully discovered yet. We drive to address a new way to utilize this content in an innovative and beneficial way within the ubiquitous computing domain.
People represent their digital selves with their public profiles. With these they want to socialize, meet new friends, get feedback and comments on uploaded content -blogs, photos, thoughts etc. and to get and stay in touch with other peers -friends, family and people with similar interests. Besides this, many teens are required to join these services just to be seen as "cool" and not to be neglected by their schoolmates [5] . Yet all this happens in a virtual world only, leaving little chance for real social human experiences.
Users of socializing sites typically get friend invitations also from authors they don't necessarily know, or know very little about. These often include bands, communities or people wanting to network because of various reasons. All this is an effective way to encourage people to socialize more and to get connections, but the profile data in the sites needs to be discovered either manually or by proactive recommendation systems discussed e.g. in [6] . In any case, stumbling upon interesting people online seldom lead to real life situations where you can richly interact, chat or see the real person in a natural environment. Also, in virtual communities a public profile does not necessarily resemble the person behind itmasses of fake profiles, non-real personalities, spammers and different sort of fraudsters exist everywhere to lessen the value of real profiles and even endanger the credulous user [7, 8] . The fabricated profiles are often also a means to protect the privacy of the real person behind it [4] , thus making the real discovery more difficult. On the other hand, in real life we have little or no chance to know more about the person sitting next to you at the airport or a café without starting a conversation directly. Such an approach, however, can sometimes be obtrusive, hard and for many people practically impossible. In order to set up and maintain a genuinely interesting conversation, there must be a common point of interest involved. How often do we miss a fascinating discussion or meeting an interesting person because of lack of starting point for a conversation? Would it help to know even a little bit about one's interests and life before approaching?
We aim to tackle this problem and lower the social barrier between people by exploiting the already existing content and part of the lives, their digital identities that have been uploaded to different social networking sites over time for others to discover. We bring out the public profiles' contents in real life settings with the help of ubiquitous technology. We utilize only the public data of users, leaving little chance to harmful and unwanted actions. This is done by displaying flashes of uploaded digital content on a large public display situated in the public or semi-public space. Minimum effort in attaching the system will be needed in order to facilitate more adoptable and attractive service to consumers. We claim that if people knew more details and social context about the persons present at the moment, interaction, communication and mutual interest between these people would increase. The participants in this kind of setup would also gain more exposure to their public profiles. After all, these are some of the main reasons these profiles exist -networking, gaining attention and people to notice the owner of the content. This kind of system could be successful as entertainment and also prove out value to advertisers and other business opportunities.
In this paper, we first present a usage scenario for Social Surroundings (later in this paper, SocS) and derive the use cases, functional requirements and design principles from it. Secondly, the design of the system is illustrated. Section 4 provides related work and discussion. Finally, we draw conclusions about the and lay path for future efforts planned for execution.
REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS
This section introduces SocS by presenting a scenario and analyzing it by extracting use cases and functional requirements from the use cases. Furthermore, the key principles for designing a system such as SocS are considered.
Usage Scenario
Jimmy, a socially active teenager, is an active member in several social networking applications including MySpace, Facebook and Orkut on the Internet. In these applications he has a public profile offering photos, blogs and information on his hobbies, interests and activities. The information he has posted varies somewhat between applications.
He would like to extend his social network with anyone interested in the same topics as he is, and especially people living in the same area and neighborhood as he is. Meeting these people personally, even if they are physically close to you, is still hard because they are unknown to you and starting a conversation from a scratch with someone in the same space is often hard and socially awkward.
Jimmy likes to hang out in a local café close to his home after school every day. A lot of interesting looking people come to the café, but still he finds approaching them somewhat difficult. Fortunately the café has installed the new SocS system, which enables Jimmy and all other customers to share parts of their public profiles on some networking sites with everyone else present.
Jimmy sits down at a table, starts SocS client in his mobile and logs in to SocS with his nick, "Jimmie". This nick has been registered already earlier when Jimmy first used SocS and does not have to have anything do anything with his nicks on any networking sites. He touches a symbol on the table in front of him, indicating the system where he is seated. Right after the initial signing up some weeks ago, he has provided access to his profiles on the networking sites he preferred to utilize with SocS. Immediately after touching the symbol, a large wall display updates the table layout of the café, indicating that a new person, nicked Jimmie, sat at table number six. In order to provide SocS's data pool his up to date content, the system starts downloading Jimmy's profile information from all the profiles he decided to share.
Another large screen displays random highlights of customers present currently in the café. From time to time, pictures, video and random information from Jimmy's profiles are displayed. This way, other customers can have a peek at Jimmy's interests, and might thus be prompted to come over and start a conversation or send Jimmy a message through the SocS client in their mobiles.
Jimmy, while having his coffee, sees a pretty girl sitting all alone at a table close to him. They've never met before, and starting a conversation from scratch is a bit awkward to both. Jimmy has already seen a few highlights of the girl's profile on the wall display, and would like to learn more about her. Jimmy checks the wall display showing the table layout of the café, and notices that the girl is using the nick MsJessie. MsJessie's data has already been downloaded into the system, and Jimmy can browse some of it directly through his SocS client. After learning that the girl also likes guacamole delicacies, he decides to be brave and send her an IM with his client. They IM for a while, and then move to sit at the same table to continue the conversation.
Functional Requirements
From the previously presented scenario, five use cases can be extracted. These are introduced and explained here.
Signing up and Logging in to SocS
Before using Social Surroundings, the user is required to download a SocS client and create an account with it. Only nickname and password are inquired at this phase. Later on, these can be changed if necessary. Afterwards, the final phase of logging in and providing location data to SocS happens via touching SocS symbol (RFID reader) or taking a picture of a 2d barcode (QR code) next to the symbol. RFID option requires the phone to be augmented with a specific RFID tag. Another option would be to have tags at the table and RFID readers in the phones.
Providing Access to Public Profiles' Contents
Granting the SocS system access to one or more sites users have content in is essential in order to retrieve and update fresh content to SocS database. This can happen in different ways according to the networking service in question. In some cases (e.g. flickr) providing the username of the service is enough, while other sites might require the user to install a specific SocS application on his/her profile page.
Displaying Relative Location and Content on Public Screens
The digital contents of each logged in user is displayed randomly on one screen, whereas the actual location in the space layout is displayed on another screen. The content screen updates and cycles the uploaded media of participants periodically. When a new user logs in to current SocS session, the layout screen is updated and a brief welcome splash screen is displayed.
Viewing Data on a Mobile Device
When a user is interested in certain nick in the space, SocS enables the viewing of some content in the client itself. By providing a nickname of one currently logged in user, the client displays blog entries, images and other profile data provided by the owner of the target nick.
Instant Messaging Between the Clients
Users of SocS are allowed to send instant messages between each other. This is provided as a means to offer a convenient way to set up a conversation between participants before actually approaching directly on the spot.
Design Principles of SocS
To design an attractive and versatile application to the actual end user, we have identified some crucial design principles to follow. These are as follows:
Usage of reliable and trusted technologies. The system must build on ready and proven open technologies. This is essential to secure a reliable and steady technical environment.
Easy deployment. In order to facilitate comfortable and low cost deployment of SocS, a simple solution has to be offered to administrators of the public space. Thus, the need for extra hardware for the host spaces of the system must be kept as minimum as possible to minimize costs.
Unobtrusive displaying of user content. The representation of the digital identities of users must not intrude the normal activities of any participants who are not participating the SocS session. Users must have a choice to opt-out from the system. Easy to use. The application must be kept simple and convenient to use. Identification, positioning and any interactions of users have to be easy and natural to appeal to users.
User-centric approach. The user is not proactively pushed or pressured to utilize the system. Users' deliberate actions work as the triggering factor, not context changes of environment. This makes the system rather reactive than proactive and thus less intrusive from the users' perspective.
SOCS SYSTEM DESIGN
This section presents the technologies and design to use in order fulfill the functional requirements and design principles of the proposed system.
Overview
SocS system will consist of three parts: The main (web) server, mobile clients and a desktop computer with standard web browser to display the visualization of users. All communication between the server and mobile clients happens via Fuego publish/subscribe architecture [9] . The clients connect to Fuego through WLAN access. The overview of SocS setup is illustrated in Figure 1 below. 
Server Side Design
Server side implementation covers the most important components of SocS. In the following, the roles and interaction of these are explained.
SocS Communications Core effectively implements a Java Servlet to serve XMLHttpRequests from AJAX based visualization implementation requiring fresh content periodically (based on configuration). Communications core also handles users creating new accounts and logging in and out of the system. All communication with the clients is done via Fuego system. Fuego Server handles pub/sub traffic with clients, enabling notifications, log in requests, instant messages, content requests etc. to be made between clients and SocS server. Each client subscribes to public messages of current space and private client specific messages. Public messages enable the administrator of the space to send notifications to all current participants, e.g. special offers of the pub or café the system is deployed.
Content crawler obtains content from social networking services that the user has decided to use with the service. Images, videos and text are stored locally to file system and relative URLs are pushed to the database. Thus when the visualization core needs content, it can refer to the content already available behind a relative URL. Content is updated each time user logs in and deleted after logouts to protect users from having unwanted or obsolete content available on SocS server. Recently multiple APIs enabling download of user content have emerged. The growing adoption of OpenSocial [10] by many social sites (currently e.g. Friendster, hi5, imeem, LinkedIn, MySpace etc.) is one of the latest remarkable steps towards openness and data portability ideology [11] in social networking. Besides common efforts, sites like Flickr and Facebook [1] offer their own APIs to gain access to the content they are hosting. The content is downloaded and updated immediately after user logs in to SocS and has provided credentials to services he or she wants to utilize. The mentioned components are all deployed on top of Apache Tomcat to serve UI and Derby local database to store content URLs.
UI Visualization
Images, videos, text snippets and any content obtained from social networks are displayed on a webpage, thus making the deployment of the system as effortless as possible from the administrator's viewpoint. Each public space in the system has different web pages displaying the layout of the area and the content show. The layout view has to be configured manually to match the relative location of the deployed QR codes or RFID readers in the actual area. The view can be either a simple drawing or a 3d model of the layout or an actual photograph taken from the space. Once this is done, the system is ready to be used. Layout view also shows a welcome notification each time a new user is joining the session and locates the nick to the place where he logged in. This is done by mapping the identifiers of tags/QR codes to the designated locations on the layout. The content view is essentially an AJAX based multimedia page rotating content from different logged in users periodically. This content is obtained via periodical AJAX calls to the Servlet on SocS server. Servlet passes URLs to images, text or video content which then is placed dynamically to a free slot in the visualization design. Sketches of these pages and an overall setting visualization are illustrated in Figures 2, 3 and 4 . Hosting of UI core is provided by Apache Tomcat on the server resource of SocS. Visualization is accomplished with the dedicated public screens only, and no notifications are given to the users to their clients, except for instant messages. We recognize that the environment should fulfill its original purpose rather than transform to a location based social network. Users are not specifically encouraged to utilize SocS, but merely given the option to use it if they want.
Mobile Clients
Users need to download the client (J2ME MIDlet) before being able to start utilizing SocS. The client is kept relatively simple and its main purpose is to log in the user and identify relative location by touching an RFID reader or by reading an id from a QR code on the spot. We recognize RFID as a viable and efficient technology in utilizing local services [12] in augmented smart environments. A Fuego event containing the user nickname and the ID in the code or tag is generated when a read is performed. This event is subscribed by the server, and it can update the layout form accordingly, placing the nick to correct place on the layout view and displaying a brief welcome notification on the same screen. Clients subscribe to Fuego events targeted to them and get notifications and instant messages from this channel. Furthermore, during the signing up for the system, the client queries the user on what social networking services are available for SocS to use. User is enabled to provide public nicknames or install an additional widget to his/her profile page if necessary for authenticating SocS. A sequence of user joining the system and starting to utilize it is illustrated in Figure 5 . Traffic between clients and server propagates through Fuego pub/sub, which is left out from the figure for simplicity reasons. 
DISCUSSION
Social networking and networking sites have been widely researched in terms of graph theory, social sciences, privacy issues and many more, but there lies yet possibilities in leveraging especially the recently popularized content-agnostic sites in innovative 3 rd party ubiquitous and context aware applications and systems.
Various efforts have been made in utilizing the social networks and footprint that people inevitably create online. Social relations derived from e-mail network have been effectively used to fight spam [13] and to filter and develop better e-mail client applications [14, 15] . One proposition introduces a design for a system to utilize social networking sites to make people more aware of their energy consumption and ecological footprint [16] . This way, social networking sites can become a medium for teaching or influencing people to change their behavior.
Currently, social networking features are appearing just about everywhere in the Internet. Major players seem to be driving towards data portability ideology, where the content and public social profile data are made available on partnered sites and 3 rd party applications. "You should be able to decide what you do with that data and how it gets used by others", states one of the philosophy points behind data portability [11] . This is understandable since it is exhausting to follow all the different networking sites people are using simultaneously, not even mentioning uploading the same content to them over and over again.
Nevertheless, it can already be seen that the massive growth of social networking is starting to finally level [17] . Despite this, the content created by people is, and will be, highly valuable and useful. Besides online usage on purely online, it can be utilized in various other scenarios. A deeper integration between traditional desktop environments and social networking applications and services can be expected [18] .
Multiple prototypes and research scenarios using large displays or wall-like settings for bridging digital and physical worlds or as complex interaction devices have been widely deployed in the past [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] . In terms of interaction, the main reason not to interact with displays is the social awkwardness of the situation [24] . We are not concentrating on interactions with the displays, but rather with other people, using the screen as a medium for exposing the public profiles and gaining social knowledge from other participants. Also our approach includes no complex service-specific actions or sensor augmentation from the users' perspective; we simplify the usage of the setting by utilizing the already existing content of participants.
Research on large displays and their implication to people and their behavior has previously indicated that it is hard to attract attention to public displays for long [25] . We believe that displaying user generated content of people will attract enough interest to obtain longer periods of concentration and prove to be in social sense of more value than general broadcast information usually displayed in these settings.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a system to harness user-generated online content to encourage social interaction, awareness and communication in real life public setting. SocS builds on top of web technologies and 3 rd party APIs recently made available by various social networking sites and is designed and implemented according the requirements identified in section 2.
We provided motivation and scenario for such a system and derived use cases and design requirements for SocS. Design sketch presented is currently under last stages of implementation.
From the user's perspective it is convenient and easy to just provide access to sites hosting the content and start utilizing the new service instead of providing everything to "yet another social networking service". We download content and utilize it in location specific and non intrusive fashion (public display) to encourage real, tangible social interaction between the participants of the current session.
There are several issues to tackle with this work in the future. We are finishing the implementation of first version and will begin alpha testing with student participants. Social networking sites, their APIs, and nature is in a state of constant change. New possibilities and changes in the environment appear monthly in the form of new APIs and decisions made by major players in the field. This requires constant updating and patching from technical perspective.
However, evaluation of the user experience and usability is the biggest issue to concentrate on. This requires real users in real settings. We will deploy SocS to an appropriate spot and will conduct large-scale user tests and queries.
The third and perhaps the most challenging part of the work is to evaluate whether the use of this system actually influences or modifies the social behavior of participants. This requires multidisciplinary research from the perspectives of persuasiveness and social sciences. Are users, first of all, willing to expose their digital representations in "real life" setting or is it socially too awkward? If users are displaying their uploaded content, is it interesting enough to act as a mediator to encourage people to interact more openly?
Additionally, such a system, besides providing entertainment generated by users, could also interest other parties and business owners such as advertisers. After all, the place and target group is very specific and known in this case participants' interests can be computationally extracted from their profiles up to certain extent. The owners of the space would also gain valuable insight to the customer base and could e.g. reward the regulars with the system easily.
